Abstract
using the raw GRACE data. The GRACE-combine (GC) approach is developed for optimal 
Introduction

33
The changes of Terrestrial Water Storage ( ) derived from the Gravity Recovery And
The main objective of this study is to present the GRACE-combined (GC) approach to 88 estimate improved and at regional scales. We demonstrate our approach applied 89 to 10 Australian river basins (Fig. 1a) . We validate the top layer of estimates against the in-situ groundwater data available over Queensland and Victoria (Fig. 1b, 1c) .
93
This paper is outlined as follows: Firstly, the derivation of GC approach is presented in Sect.
94
2 while the description of GRACE data processing, including the use of GRACE normal 95 equation is given in Sect. 3. Secondly, the CABLE modelling is outlined in Sect. 4. This
96
includes the derivation of model uncertainty based on the quality of precipitation data and the 97 model parameter inputs. The processing of validation data is also described in Sect. 4.
98
Thirdly, Sect. 5 presents the result of and estimates and comparison to in-situ 99 data. The long-term trends in the Australian mass variation over the last 13 years is also 100 investigated in this section. In Sect. 6, the purposed approach is discussed in terms of 101 effectiveness, and data assimilation implementation.
103
A method of combining GRACE L1B data with land surface model outputs
104
The statistical information of computed from a model can be written as: The term is used to represent a vector including global grid, and terms with a 110 subscript (e.g., , ) is used to represent only a regional set of (for example, in 111 Australia). As such, the observation equation over a region can be rewritten as:
113
As soil moisture and groundwater are the major components of in Australia (surface 114 water storage being insignificant), the vector can be defined as:
116 where , , represent the vectors of top (surface) soil moisture, root zone 117 soil moisture, and groundwater storage variations, respectively.
118
A linearized GRACE satellite-tracking observation equation is formulated as:
120
where is the observation vector containing the L1B inter-satellite ranging data, is the 121 design (partial derivative) matrix relating the data and the Earth gravity field variations,
122
contains the Stokes coefficients of time-varying geopotential fields (e.g., Wahr et al., 1998) , 123 and is the L1B data noise, which has zero mean and covariance . Eq. (4) can be modified 124 explicitly in terms of soil moisture and groundwater storage variations as: 
135
A least-squares solution of Eq. (5) is given as:
137
It can be simplified as: the global grid of . For a regional application, Eq. (7) can be modified as:
143
where the subscript indicates the grid only in a region of interest, and for the rest 
163 and the uncertainty estimate of is simply calculated as: March 2016 is then removed as follows:
188
Therefore, in Sect. 2 (e.g., Eq. (7) -(11)), the matrix remains unchanged while the vector 189 can be simply replaced by = + ( ).
191
GRACE-derived products
192
Two monthly GRACE-derived products are also used, the CNES/GRGS Release 3
193
(RL3) (GRGS for short, Lemoine et al., 2015) 
Model uncertainty
248
In this study, the CABLE uncertainty is derived from 210 ensemble estimates associated with 249 different forcing data and model parameters. The 7 different precipitation products (see Table   250 1) are used to run the model independently. 
261
From ensemble generations, total = 210 sets of the ensemble water storage estimates ( )
262
are obtained:
264 and the mean value of is computed as follows:
Note that due to the absence of GSWP3, Princeton, and MERRA data, the number of computed as: the maximum value of the variance decreases to half is defined as the correlation length. The 280 obtained values vary month-to-month, and the mean value of 250 km is used in this study.
281
It is emphasized that the model omission error caused by imperfect modelling of hydrological 282 process within the LSM is not taken into account in the above description. We assume for than 30 months during the study period.
313
To obtain the monthly mean value, the hourly or daily data are averaged in a particular 314 month. The outliers are detected and fixed using the Hampel filter (Pearson, 2005) where the 315 remaining data gaps are filled using the cubic spline interpolation. of GSWP3, Princeton, and MERRA precipitation (see Table 1 ). toward GRACE observation in the GC approach.
386
The impact of GRACE varies across the individual storage as well as across the geographical 387 location (climate regime). In general, the major contributors to are and .
388
Due to a small store size (only ~2 cm thick), contributes only ~2 % to . March 2016 are analysed before and after applying the GC approach (Fig. 5) . For 408 comparison, the long-term trends of derived from the mascon and GRGS solutions are 409 also shown (Fig. 5a, 5b) . From Fig. 5d , GRACE effectively changes the long-term trend keeping the spatial resolution. The trend of is insignificant (Fig. 5e ) and the GC 413 approach does not change (Fig. 5f ). The largest adjustment is seen in and 414 components, to be consistent with the GRACE data in most basins (Fig. 5h, 5j ).
415
GRACE shows significant changes in the trend estimates particularly over the incompatible negative trend (see Fig. 3d ). Applying the GC approach clearly improves the 420 trend (Fig. 5c vs. 5d ). The other example is seen over the western part of the continent (see 421 rectangular area in Fig. 5c, 5d ) where the averaged long-term trend of was predicted 422 to be -0.4 cm/year but changed to be -1.2 cm/year (see also Sect. 5.4) by the GC approach.
423
The precipitation over the western Australia is understood to be overestimated after 2012,
424
evidently seen by that the model is always greater than the GC solution (see e.g., Fig.   425 3h, 4d, 4p). The GC approach reveals that the water loss over the western Australia is at least
426
twice greater than what has predicted by the CABLE model.
427
In addition, the shortage of water storage in the south-eastern part of the continent from the The estimates are compared with the AMSR-E derived soil moisture. The processing
Reduction of uncertainty
460
of AMSR-E data is described in Sect 4.3.1. The performance is assessed using Nash-Sutcliff 461 coefficients, given in Table 3 . In general, CABLE (MN) shows a good performance in the top The GC approach leads to a small bit of improvement of the top soil estimate consistently 
Groundwater
474
The estimates from the model and the GC method are compared with the in situ data 
487
The comparison of the long-term trend of is also evaluated. The estimated trends in
488
Queensland and Victoria are given in Table 4 . Beneficially from the GC approach, the with the number of years in the specific period, 7 years for Big Dry and 3 years for Big Wet.
514
To obtain the mass variation, the water storage variation is multiplied by the area of the basin drought period, and that the groundwater recharge is secondary to the increase.
531
The opposite behaviour is observed over the basins (such as NEC and GOC) that experienced is observed from all basins (see Fig. 3, 4) . This is mainly caused by the decrease in 
542
The overall water storage change in the last 13 years demonstrates that the severe water loss by ~50 Gton during 13 year-period (see Fig. 8c ). However, the water mass loss is still 
GC data assimilation approach
587
We so far discussed the GC approach to update the water storage estimates independently where is an observation vector, is the mean of the observation, is a vector containing 655 the simulated result, is the index of observation, and is the number of observation.
656
Area-weighted average ( ) is compute as follows:
where is the area size, is the mean value inside the considered area, is the area index,
659
and is the number of considered area. 
